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More than 100,000 child porn videos and photos have
been found on the computer of former Archbishop Jozef
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Wesolowski, who is also accused of raping numerous
children in the Dominican Republic and Poland.
Wesolowski, currently under house arrest at the Vatican, is
one of the highest-ranking church o
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cials to be accused

of sexually abusing children during the Catholic Church’s
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widespread and costly sexual abuse scandal.
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The videos and photos of child pornography were stored on
a computer in the o
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ce at the Holy See diplomatic

compound in the Dominican Republic, where Wesolowski
Also, send me the Nonreligious
Newsletter and special offers.

served as papal nuncio in Santo Domingo.
A er being publicly accused of procuring child prostitutes
last year, Wesolowski was secretly removed from his post
as papal nuncio in Santo Domingo by Vatican o

cials

hoping to avoid an embarrassing public prosecution.
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Authorities in the Dominican Republic have been calling
for Wesolowski’s extradition: a court there has opened a
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case against the former Vatican ambassador, and the

Nonreligious

attorney general wants to criminally charge Wesolowski.
O

cials in Poland, Wesolowski’s country of origin, and

where he has also been accused of sexually abusing
children, are also calling for his extradition.
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According to Vatican detectives, some of the horrors found
on the former Archbishop’s computer included around 160
videos showing teenage boys forced to perform sexual acts
on themselves and on adults, and more than 86,000
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pornographic photos which were methodically archived in
several category-based folders.
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Investigators said that at least another 45,000 pictures
were deleted, while even more child pornography was
found on a laptop Wesolowski used during his trips abroad.
Late last month Weslowski was placed under house arrest
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at the Vatican in response to popular outrage a er reports
began to circulate that the accused child rapist was free to
wander the streets of Rome nearly a year a er being

Barron Trump Prefers
'They/Them' Pronouns

secretly recalled from the Dominican Republic by the
Vatican in order to avoid criminal prosecution there.

LAUGHING IN DISBELIEF

Vatican authorities claim they are now investigating
whether Wesolowski sexually abused children while
serving in other posts during his career. Previously he
served in South Africa, Costa Rica, Japan, Switzerland,
India and Denmark.
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Wesolowski has been charged with sexually abusing
minors and child porn possession. If convicted,
Wesolowski faces 12 years in jail. His trial is expected to
start in January.

*** UPDATE ***
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Wesolowski died on August 27, 2015, while living in the
Vatican under house arrest. He was never prosecuted for
his crimes.
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Holy fuck
W H AT WO U L D J T D O ?

Former Archbishop Jozef Wesolowski
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pagansister • 6 years ago

Only 12 years possible if convicted? That is outrageous. He should get life, or what's left of his after he hits the inside
of a correctional institution.
3△
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Butch • 6 years ago

It is time to start by cutting his testicles off exactly like they did to my friend Pierre who endured exactly that with
no anesthetics by a ROMAN CATHOLIC NUN who did this to keep Pierre from escaping the worst mass murder in
human history of over 220,000 tiniest the most VULNERABLE in our society in Montreal and yes I was one of
those unfortunate DUPLESSIS ORPHANS who endured the first four years of my life with these hideous excuses for
humanity. Now Pierre and I would personally love to line up the nuns and the priests who tortured all of us with ice
baths and water boarding and immolation by taking gasoline and pouring it on our body then lighting cigarettes
then shoving them into our tiny private parts. Lobotomies and electro shock treatments were a daily occurrence
along with heavy drugs like rat poison injected into our veins daily - My new book exposes this treasonous and most
hideous Crimes Against Humanity an it is called AMERICAS FIRST FAMILY OF ADOPTIONS PIVAS PORTANT
PEOPLE. PLEASE CHECK IT OUT ON AMAZON IN hard copy and in Kindle from any device or direct from me at
rapmaui@yahoo.com. These are the worst CRIMES AGAINTS HUMANITY which also included sexual abuse of
tiniest the most VULNERABLE of babies and oh yes the nuns kept one boy alive who was about 13 since he had the
biggest dong on earth and they used him for their PLAY TOY these sickos and no one has seen JUSTICE never. Now
throw these assholes in front of a firing squad and my friend Pierre will pull the trigger but slowly so they die like
the dogs they all are now - please get my book and see how LOVE and FAITH conquers these piles of slime garbage
all of them ...Please secure this book and read the TRUE history of the most fucked up religion on earth now thanks
BUTCH RICK
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jazkeys • 6 years ago

If we are to have any hope for the future of our species, we need to eradicate religion from our lives completely and
without exception. Until then, we need to force these worthless, subhuman vermin back under the rocks from which
they slithered once and for all, and charge any parents who would entrust their wholly innocent children to this
unapologetic den of pedophiles with child abuse. End of story.
9△
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johzek • 6 years ago

This post fits in nicely with the previous one on guardian angels. It seems like the archbishops' guardian angel was
into child porn also. The pope must be quite perplexed as to why a pedophile guardian angel was assigned to protect
a priest and not that guy in the basement apartment down at the end of the street. Well a few prayers and few other
imaginings and this problem can be put to rest in no time at all, no need for any outside assistance.
2△
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Fritz Kohlhaas • 6 years ago

That scumbag should be locked up for life in single confinement!!!
3△
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EM Alarcon • 6 years ago • edited

If all the evidence presented are true and correct and he gets convicted, 12 years is a gift for a pedophile child rapist
that he is.
3△
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CJC > EM Alarcon • 6 years ago

Twelve years is pathetic! Life in general population sounds about right to me.
6△
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alexinﬁnite > CJC • 6 years ago

Seriously. 12 years is pretty low balling it
2△
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Lonercs > alexinﬁnite • 6 years ago

Assuming he is not violently, and brutally murdered in the prison. (Which is still a bad thing.)
Even if he survives, it's probably going to be brutal for him. Hopefully as brutal as fucking a
child against their will.
Personally I think he should be raped for every child he raped. I don't see how you can get any
fairer then that.
1△
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CJC > Lonercs • 6 years ago

Yes, isn't there something in his bible that says "an eye for an eye, tooth for a tooth"?
1△
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Teresa Franey Howington > CJC • 6 years ago

Actually you're thinking of Hammurabi's Code.
1△
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a6ﬁve > CJC • 6 years ago

There's something in the Bible that says just about anything you want to say.
16 △
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alexinﬁnite > Lonercs • 6 years ago

Difficult to argue against that
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elong21 • 6 years ago

He was doing "research" on the evils of pornography, no doubt!
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Bawk Bawkbagawk • 6 years ago

Give him to the Dominicans, somehow I think their prison system will be the best choice.
9△
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